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Attributions of Responsibiliti/fe; the Outcome of

Competitive Events

Alec Lumsden, Michael Ross, Michael Conway

University of Waterloo

Previous laboratory research has fOund that people take more.
p 4

personal.responsibility -for their' performance following success than
,

failure (see Zuckerman, 1979, for a review). One purpose of the pres-
1

ent research was to.extend these findings of a_self-serving lidat to

real-wOrld competitive, settings. la two field studies, oneyvith 27

intramural baskebbaI teams and one with 20 pairs of squash players, .

playert attributed more redponsibility to-the yinners than .to the

losers for the game outcome Subtegaent laboratOry-research using

Observer libjects demonstraied that false informatián about' the

outcome of a spbrting'event was tufficient to produce biased responsi-

ludgpents. ,Similarly, observers attribAed more responsibility.

for the outcome cif:tuch real world events as wars and economic compe-
. ,

titions to 4inners tban to losers. While-iot discomiting.motivatiOnal
.

factors foryartiCipants, the observer data sugge0 that,

'non7motivational factors are involved in'the diffeeential attribution

of responsibility to winners and,losers. It may be that observers

presume that both' parties in a competition intend to 'win And that more
,

responsibility is given to ,the individual or teas whose outcopei and

intentions cOrrespond. A laboratory stud/ in which both the outcome
.

and'the performers' intentions wereitanipulated supported fhis hypoth-y
. *-&

asls.



I am going to talk about research that Mike Ross, Mike

Conway,. and I have conducted in the past year"on attri-.

butions of'responsibility following winning and losing'in

sports settings. I will be focussing on 2 experiments that

attempt to uncover mediating proceSses for these attri-

butions. Most previous res'earchers have examined'the

effects of performance level on attributions of resRonsibil-
*MM.

ity in laboratory settings with individual performers:

allobiects'are Induced to succeekor.fail at a task and then

asked to indicAte theirAegree of responsibility for the

outdose. One finding has.been obtained quite consistently

in this context: people accept more Personal responsibility

fot their successes than for their failiresli'ee Zuckerman,

1979, Bradley, 1978 and Miller and Ross, .1975 for reviews of

=
.

this topic). Past work that we have done shows that a simi-
,

lar.asymietrylin responsibil4ty4ttributionS. is evidenced by

participants in competitive field bettings following winning .

,

And losing.' -In.one 'study we interviewed 20 pairs of squash

players the evening after i iatdh and asked them to attri-!
4

bate iesponsibility for the match outcome. In a separate

f.stiudy Rlayers on 27 ba'sketbaIl teais were.interviewed 3 to 5

days follovimq a game and asked to attribute reeponsibility

' for the game outcome. In both cases winners thought thef-

themselVes were more responsible for the cl'aille,ogtcone t4an

theii opponents, whereas losers tended to divide the resi.on-
.

sibility equally. .
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gost.of the laboratory research on performance level and

judgments of responsibility.attempts tO explain the asymme-

try in subjects' attributions from a motAvational viewpoint:
,

jt is argued that people take sore responsibility for '

succesies than for failures because they are motivated to

maintain 'their perceived sense of control over their envi-
.

eonment> Or because they are motivated to ptesent a favour-

able impresS'ion to others. *Or because they wish to

oassociate themselves with.positive outcomes and dissociate

th9aselves from negative'outcome. On tile other hand, their

have been arguments that a 'great deal of the laboratory,

generated aata used 'as evidenceof motivational factors

could be explained on an information processi g basis. Of

course we cannot be certain that any of the e emPlinations

will apply tO our basketball and squash players. There are

a number of differences between the pait laboratory research'

and these i field studies. First, siccess and failare'and
.-

wigning and losing are not completely analogous concepts.

Second; most laboratory tasks are not zero sum gases the Way

\ that sports are. And third, subjects in laboratory studies

are usually randoaly assigned to conditions; vhereai the

tubjects in our 2 studies were self-selected. Nonetheless,

the results in these sports studiest-Show i strong parallel'

with those obtained in laboratory studieS: oinning'players

take more personal ,responsibility than,rosing players do.

just ad individuals who are svccessful-al, a, laboratory.task

take more responsibility for the outco me, Oan those who-
,.

.a.
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fail.

Why are Vinnersmore-likelY thin losers to take responsi-
:\

bility for the outcose of the gaa One possibilityis that

this reflects reality. Perha people win because they

seize the initiatiie and forcethecmtcome of the game.
-r

Alternatively, perhaps respdasibility should be divided more

'equally but winners take' more responsibility to enhance

their self-esteem, feelings of control, or to create a

favourable impression on others. Or there say be. personal.-

ity differences-petveen winning and losing players that can

account for the'differing tendenCy to accept persOnal

responsibility.

In the first experiment I am about to report we examined

a quite different interpretation Prim the above; perhaps .

Oople_lenerally tend.to view winners as more responsible

for outcomes than losers. In short, perhaps the relation

between winning and losing and attributions of resPonsibil-

ity reflects, in part, a widely shared belief that winners

bring about their own fate.

4
. we tested this collective wisdom hipothesis,by twang

, . . ,

,

subjects observe part ofla simrting'event on yideotaperand
. /

,, then giving thei false feedback abdut the outctise. 35 sale
. /

. , ,

. .

and female subjects watched a 10--miuute-videotape segment of

a volleyball Iame,played.between Poland and the Soyiet Union
1- '' .

I.
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'in the 1976 Olympic Games. 'At the end of the segient the

,. game, was tied 5 - 5. After viewing the.tape, half the :

subjeCts were ,told that the Poles .went on to Min the game.-

The remaining subjects were told that the Soviet Union woli

the game: The subjects were then asked to indicate; oh the

basis of the portion of the gale they had seen,' which team

Was more responsible.for the game outcome. Note that all

'subjects saw the same videotape; that the game'outcoae was

provided after the tape had been viewed; and that soilte

subjects were told theePoles had won the game and others

that th4 Soviet Union. had won. Tte results were

unambiguous: 74% of the subjects reported that the.team

which.they thought had won the game was more responsible for

the game outcome.
4

I suvested that the relatidn between attributions'of

responsihility and performance level.cbtaiaed fr om the

squash players andbasket"ball teams 'could be exPlained in a

number f waysr Only one of these explanations can also

account fog the results of this exPeriment, however. These

atteibutions canaot reflect differential,performance by .

winners and losers because half the subjects thought one .

team had win, and half thought the othei teas had Mon., It

is also unlikel/ that the attributions.directly-reflect

,.concerns for self-esteem maintenance or personal control

because the subjects Were:passive observera'ratherjthan

winners or losers themselves. .Nor cab persOnalitt

t'f

1'
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'ences yield the reported results bdczeuse4aubjects were

.ranaomly assigned fo conditions rather than self-selected.

Instead the data show that winnnrs are perceived to be more

responsible for outcomes than losers independent of their

actual perforiance.

These data suggest that there is a widely shared belief

or causal schema in our clilture that winners are'more

responsible for outcomes than losers. Yet, in a sense we

have just pushed the dxplanation for the causal asymmetry

.back one step. What is the.origin of the causal schema?

There are a number of possibiAties that could be consId-
.

ered. Wirst, the apymmetry way reflect a hasic.truth.
j%

Perhaps causality dOes and should reside with the winn4rs.

Once the rule is learned, however, it may be aPplied too
tow

generally,. as in the experiment just reported in which the

evidddce subjects wer& asked to consider in formulating

their attributions could not support-their conclusions that

the winners were more responsible for the outcome.
. A

V.

Although this argument,may seem plausible, we believe

that it is not valid; In any interaCtiv e. setting, whae

people do affects what other people do. Thus success and

failure will usually depend on the actions of both sides in

the fray;.untangling causality is not a simple matter at

all. It.seems unlikely, therefore, that the asymmetry in

,
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. causal attributions reflects ai unambiguous reality.
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Another posdible sOhrce of the causal dchema that we

considered was that observers say tend to focus their atten-

tion on Winners rather than on losers. This strategy would

enable observers to experience the joys of success empathi-

cally, ahd say also permit them to learn from and emulate

success. This differential attention to winners is-

reflected on the sports Pages of newspapers in which the

exploits of winners are depicted graphically, ifiereas the

foibles of losers receive remarkably little attention unless

the newspaper is-reporting op the loss suffered by a home

team or'favprite,soh.

Would, a differential focus on winnets lead olservet to

view winnerS'as primarily responsible for an Outcome? The
.

answer, from previous research, appears-to be yes The sore

attention an observer pays to a person in,an interacticin,

the.tore causally dominant that person is seen as being,

(Taylor and Fiske,-1978).

But differential focus of attention on' winners and losers
- .

. .

seems like a weak explanation becku49 aliiough 3t.might

explain the origin of a causal schema, it cannbt explain the i*

results at ihe experiment just reported withoht recoirse to

this causal schema mechanism. Subjects in oui,oxperiient '

all saw the same- taped performance ,and were told who the

a.

,

.9
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winners and losers were a viewing the tape... Clearly,

differential focus of attention by itself copld not ha4

produced our .results.

We looked for a more immediate and plausible explanation

for our find ings. It wag then that we considered the role

of the/performers' intentions. If all performers intenaed

to win, and.if all observers.presumed that all performers

intended to win, then the win/loss factor may haVe been

-confounded.in our past research lioth for Participants and ,

. observers. When a performer won an event then his or her

outcome and intention corresponded and they were given most

of the responsibility forethe outcome. When a performer

lost an event; then his dr her outcome and:intention did not

correspond and he dr she,was, given less responsibility for

A
the.outcome. dompared with the reality explanation, this

. idea was at least'capable of being empirically tested and,

.if it was supported,'irovided more direct information on

subjects' causal attributions for competitive events than

the differential focus of attention explanation. So,:in the
1N,

seconcLexperiment I will be reportincic've ypothesized that

observers will typically assume ithat both winners and losers

itend-to:win and that greater responsibilityis given to

performers whose outcomes and intention's correspond than to

those whose outcomes and Intentions ..do not correspond.
N

-

Ve tested this hypothesis by having 88 male and female_
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subjects watch a 3-minute videotape segment of a college

weightlifter being interviewed prior to a competition, and-

then watch a,10-minute tape of him and hi.s opTurrent--compe-te-----

at weightlifting. Duril;g the taped interview 'the performer'

let it be known either that he inteadeeto Win, that le
I

intended to lOse, or said nothing about his intentions foe

the competition. After, watching the same videotape ef the 2

performers weightlifting, half the subjects werb told that ,

the person interviewed had.iOn and half were told that the

person interviewed had lost the competition. The design,

then, was a 2 (outcome: won/lost) X 3 (intelit: win/lose/not'

:stated)between subjects factorial.

A plansilrle -cover Story was developed so thai the .,

performer's explination.for intending to lose made sense.

. And the study was countee'balanced to neutralize effects Aue

to differences between the 2 gerformers. Half the subjects

saw one stimulus performer interviewed and half saw the

other performer interviewed.

The results. supported our hypothesii..,bbservers attri-

butious of responsibility to the performer were Ireatest

when outcome and intent corresponded and least when they did

not correspond. That is, the perfOrmer was given most
I

responsibility when le said he intended'to win and won and

when he said'he intended to lose and last. The control

conditions in which no intent wai stated were in the
*
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predicted direction with the winner being given more respon-
.,

sibility-than the loser. -Stating that he intended to win

exagerated the responsibility the performer was given rela-

tive to the control condition. But Stating that he 'intended

to lose reversed the attributions of responsibility s ihat

the performer was now given.more responsibiliti when he lost

"than-when he won.

These results suggest that people presume that partic-
.

ipantS in competitive events intend to wcn and that it is

the correspondmce between'the ptesumed intent of.the

'participants' and the outcome that effects attributions of
.

responsibility rath.er than the informational value of

performance level,by itself.

4.

To summarize our findings:- First, the lab research which
4...

shows-that people attribute mpre responsibility to them-
. $ , .

.selves followin4 success than failure may geieralize to
4

competitive real world settings and winning and losing. ,

Second, the diffdrences in responsibility judgments to
4

'winners and losers is shared by both participants and)inbi-

'ased observers. Winners -are giveil 'more responsib lity for

the outcome .than losers. Third, for observers at least,
. 14 1

informatIon processing cat_account for a significant amount

of the variance in this causal asymmetry. Finally, it would

appear that o bservers typical/y assume that all'participants
. 4

are intending to win. lichd that more responsibility is given.

12
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to the prformer when outcome and, intention correspond thai
,

'when they do, not.
4 -

Iv
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